The function of a protein molecule is greatly influenced by its three-dimensional (3D) structure and therefore structure prediction will help identify its biological function. We have updated Sequence, Motif and Structure (SMS), the database of structurally rigid peptide fragments, by combining amino acid sequences and the corresponding 3D atomic coordinates of non-redundant (25%) and redundant (90%) protein chains available in the Protein Data Bank (PDB). SMS 2.0 provides information pertaining to the peptide fragments of length 5-14 residues. The entire dataset is divided into three categories, namely, same sequence motifs having similar, intermediate or dissimilar 3D structures. Further, options are provided to facilitate structural superposition using the program structural alignment of multiple proteins (STAMP) and the popular JAVA plug-in (Jmol) is deployed for visualization. In addition, functionalities are provided to search for the occurrences of the sequence motifs in other structural and sequence databases like PDB, Genome Database (GDB), Protein Information Resource (PIR) and Swiss-Prot. The updated database along with the search engine is available over the World Wide Web through the following URL http://cluster.physics.iisc.ernet.in/sms/.
Introduction


One of the main concepts of molecular biology is that form and function are inseparable. The function of a protein molecule can be predicted by looking at its 3D structure. For example, a barrel-like nuclear pore (a complex of several proteins) sits in the nuclear membrane and acts as a channel through which molecules known proteins.
The amino acid sequence, its structure, fold and structure-dependent functions can be employed for protein structure prediction. Studies by Reddy and co-workers (7) showed that for a protein to fold into a stable and functional 3D structure, only 10-20% of the sequence that contains the conserved key amino acid positions is required. A similar study carried out by another research group (8) showed persistently conserved positions in proteins with similar structure but dissimilar sequences, indicating that these positions play a significant role in preserving the protein fold. Protein structure prediction by using sequence homologies showed that penta- (9) , hexa-and hepta-(10) peptides having similar sequences from different protein chains exhibited different 3D structures due to their interactions with neighboring parts of the protein molecule. Therefore, these studies illustrate the relationship and dependability of the amino acid sequences and their 3D structures.
To better understand the above and to analyze the degree to which same sequence motifs adopt same/ intermediate/dissimilar 3D structures, an updated database of Sequence, Motif and Structure (SMS), SMS 2.0, was developed by considering peptide fragments of varying lengths available in non-redundant (25%) and redundant (90%) protein chains (11) derived using all the available protein structures from its archive, PDB (12) . The previous version of SMS, developed by our group in the year 2006, was capable of analyzing sequence-structure relationships of peptide fragments with lengths of 5-10 residues. During superposition (using the STAMP program), the fragment from a highly resolved structure was kept as a fixed molecule and other fragments of the same sequence motifs were treated as mobile molecules. Based on the superposition results, they were further classified into three categories, namely, similar, intermediate and dissimilar 3D structures.
The present updated database addresses the structural rigidity of peptide fragments that are 5-14 amino acid residues long and occur a minimum of three times in non-redundant (25%) and redundant (90%) protein chains. The fragment database approach was first employed in 1986 when retinal binding protein was reconstructed by choosing fragments from only three proteins (13) . Since then, protein fragment databases have been widely used for constructing complete protein backbone structures (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) .
Methods
SMS 2.0 is an updated comprehensive database generated using only X-ray crystallographic structures. To remove unnecessary data in the database, only non-redundant (25%) and redundant (90%) protein chains derived (resolution better than or equal to 3 Å and R-factor better than or equal to 30%) using the culled-PDB server (21) are used in the present study. The protein chains used in the dataset are very recent (July 1 st , 2011). The crystal structures with only Cα coordinates were excluded from this dataset. Further, structures solved using NMR were not included in the present study. Finally, the database contains information about 7,078 and 20,261 protein chains from non-redundant (25%) and redundant (90%) datasets, respectively. Locally developed Perl scripts were used extensively to generate a dataset consisting of 1,035,715 peptide fragments of varying lengths (5-14 residues) automatically. The peptide fragments were superimposed using the program STAMP (11) .
After superposition, the fragments are classified into (a) similar, (b) intermediate and (c) dissimilar 3D structures using the following procedure. Root mean square deviation (RMSD) describes the "average distance" between the atoms of superposed protein molecules. If the RMSD values (for all the possible superpositions) are all less than or equal to 1.0 Å, the fragments are placed in the similar 3D structures category. In a similar manner, if the RMSD values of all the fragments are greater than 1.0 Å, they are categorized as dissimilar 3D structures. On the other hand, if the RMSD values are a mixture of both, then they are categorized as intermediate 3D structures. The RMSD value of 1.0 Å is taken as the best optimized value because structural superposition is clearer (manual inspection) when the aforementioned value is used. Further, the value 1.0 Å is chosen carefully after several trials (superposition of more than 500 known 3D structural fragments available in the 25% non-redundant and 90% redundant protein chains) to arrive at an optimum value.
The search engine used in the database is devel-oped using Perl/CGI scripts and the front-end user friendly input form is coded using HTML/JavaScript. 
Enhanced Features
Following are the improvements in the updated database. 1 Only highly resolved X-ray crystallographic structures are considered in the present study. 2 Previous version of the database (22) had fragment information about only 25% non-redundant protein chains (a total of 2,485 protein chains), whereas the updated version has both 25% non-redundant (7,078 protein chains) and 90% redundant (20,261 protein chains) protein chains. 3 In the updated version, a total of 25 structural fragments (one fixed fragment and 24 mobile fragments) can be superposed at a given time. However, visualization of fewer fragments (being superposed) is clearer. 4 In order to essentially avoid uncertainty, the structural fragment from a well resolved structure is used as a fixed molecule during superposition. When the structural fragments are in the same polypeptide chain, the first fragment is kept as a fixed molecule. 5 The same sequence may adopt more than one category, for example, NMR structures have many models in which every model might differ in its conformation. Thus, in the present version, only well resolved X-ray structures are considered. 6 The dataset used in the updated version contains 1,035,715 peptide fragments of varying lengths (5-14 residues long) compared to 5,544 peptide fragments of lengths 5-10 residues. The increase in number of fragments is due to the inclusion of the 90% redundant dataset. 7 The peptide fragments are sorted and displayed in alphabetical order for all three categories. 8 Recently-developed fast pattern (identical and similar) matching algorithms (23, 24) are used to search for the occurrence of the fragments in other structural and sequence databases. 9 To visualize the 3D structure of the superposed fragment with various graphical illustrations, a freely available JAVA plug-in Jmol is introduced in the updated version compared to RasMol (in the previous version). 10 An option has been added in the Jmol window to view the Ramachandran angles for the superposed fragment. Figure 1 depicts the structural behavior of a typical hexa-peptide AAARAA which is available in 6 different protein chains of the 25% non-redundant data-set. The structural superposition of all 6 fragments, performed by STAMP, is shown in Figure 1 (Figure 1 inset, Jmol panel). The hexa-peptide (AAARAA) falls in the first category (same sequence motif having similar 3D structure). The highly resolved (1.2 Å resolution) crystal structure (1WXC) in which the hexa-peptide motif is present is treated as a fixed molecule and the remaining five fragments are treated as mobile molecules during superposition. The minimum and maximum RMSD is 0.092 Å and 0.168 Å, respectively. A typical example of a particular fragment is "AINPDGTE", which occurs five times (Figure 2 ) in chain A of pyrrolo-quinoline quinine (3HXJ) from Methanococcus maripaludis. In the proposed database, this fragment is classified under the category "same sequence motif having intermediate 3D structures", because the first fragment (position 82 to 89) forms an α-helix while the remaining four fragments form β-sheet. Figure 2 shows clearly that the conformation adopted by this fragment is different from the remaining four fragments. Therefore, sequence similarity does not always imply 3D structural similarity.
Application
Another peptide fragment taken for the case study is the deca-peptide fragment NVTPDSFSDG which falls under the category "same sequence motif having different 3D structure". Figure 3 shows the structural superposition results of the deca-peptide fragment occurring in three different 90% redundant protein chains. The fragment obtained from 1TX2 (1.83 Å resolution) is kept fixed and the remaining two fragments are treated as mobile molecules. Here again, the program STAMP is used for superimposing the peptide fragments. It is interesting to note that all the three fragments are from the protein molecule, "dihy- 
Conclusion
The structure of a protein molecule greatly influences its function; therefore, predicting its 3D structure will help better understand the function. The updated database (SMS 2.0) is more sophisticated with advanced features and acts as an efficient information archive (both in terms of efficiency and accuracy) compared to its previous version. It can be used to examine the degree of structural plasticity observed in short peptide fragments containing the same amino acid residues adopting similar/intermediate/dissimilar 3D structures. Thus, it is expected to aid researchers and practicing bioinformaticians in investigating the relationship between protein sequence motifs and their 3D structures.
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Figure 3
The superimposition results of a deca-peptide, NVTPDSFSDG, present in three different 90% redundant protein chains. The 3D structural superposition of all the fragments is shown using graphics panel (left panel) and their locations in the Ramachandran plot are shown in the right panel.
